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GRADIENT METHOD FOR NONDENSELY DEFINED

CLOSED UNBOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS

SUNG J. LEE AND M. ZUHAIR NASHED

Abstract. The paper establishes the convergence of the steepest descent method for

least-squares solutions of operator equations in Hubert spaces for any (nondensely

defined, unbounded) closed linear operator with closed range. This is done by using

a graph topology, an explicit graph topology adjoint, and existing theory of steepest

descent for bounded linear operators.

1. Introduction. The steepest descent method (gradient method) for bounded linear

operators in Hubert spaces has been extensively studied. See, for example, [5-7,14-

16]. This method has also been analyzed via norm topologies for a special class of

unbounded operators in [5,17] and for a densely defined regular differential opera-

tor in [12].

The purpose of this paper is to show that the steepest descent method can be

applied successfully to obtain least-squares solutions of operator equations for any

(nondensely defined, unbounded) closed linear operator in Hubert space (see Theo-

rems 2.2,3.4 below). This is done by using a graph topology, an explicit graph

topology adjoint, and existing theory of steepest descent methods for bounded linear

operators. The only assumption we require is that the operator under consideration

has a closed range.

We now fix some notation. Let //,, H2 be Hubert spaces and ( , ) be the inner

product of //, or H2. Let (( , )) be the standard inner product of the direct sum

//, © H2 defined by

(({x,y),{z,w})): = (x,z)+(y,w)

for {jc, y), {z, w) in //, © H2. Let A be a linear manifold (subspace) in //, © H2. We

identify A with the graph of a multi-valued mapping and define

Dom A : = {jc G //, | {jc, y) G A for somey),

Ranged : = {y G H2 \ {jc, y) G A for some jc},

A(x) := {y G H21 {jc, y) G A) (x G Dom A),

Null ,4 := {jcG//,|{jc,0} G A),

¿~l'-= {{x,y}\{y,x}GA},

aA :— {{jc, ay) | {jc, y) G A) for a G C
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If F is a vector space in H2 © H3, then VA : = {{jc, y] G //, © //31 {je, z} G A,

{z, y} G F for some z}.

For subspaces A, B in //, © H2, we define

A + B:= {a + b\a GA,b G B}.

The adjoint (subspace) of A G //, © H2 is defined by

A* := {{-y,-jc} GH2@HX\ {x, y) GAX},

where ^ ± denotes the orthogonal complement of /I.

Important properties of adjoints are (/I 4- B)* = ^4* D R* and (aA)* = a~A*. The

closure of a set M will be denoted by Mc.

2. Graph topology adjoint. Let //,, H2 he Hubert spaces and let M be a vector

space in //, © H2. Assume that M(0) is closed. Let 1? denote the graph of the

orthogonal projector from H2 onto A/(0). Define SM'-— (I — 6?)M. Then Sw is a

linear operator such that Dom SM — Dom M, Range SM = M(0)^ n Range M, and

M is the direct sum of SM and {0} © M(0). Note that since Mc is closed, so is Sw..

Also 5^, is continuous if and only if Dom Mc is closed (see [10]). Define an inner

product ( , ) M< on Dom M by

(x,y)M<:= (x,y)+ (SM.(x), SM<(y)).

If Mc — M, then Dom M becomes a Hilbert space under this inner product, and the

topology generated will be called the graph topology (of SM) on Dom M.

Let F be the Hilbert space, Dom Mc endowed with the graph topology of SMc. Let

L C Y © H2 be a vector space, and let J be the formal operator acting on ordered

pairs defined by /({jc, y}) — [y, -jc}. Then the adjoint, L*, of L in Y © H2 is

defined by

L„ = {{jc, y) G//2© F|forall{a,Z>} EL,

«/({«, b}), [x, y}))= {SMC(a), SMC(b))).

Note that L* G H2 © //,, whereas L* G H2® Dom AT.

Let M G Hx@ H2bea vector space such that M(0) is closed. Then

(jc,u)=0   forallx G Dom M*,u G M(0).

Indeed, let x G Dom M* and u G M(0). Then {jc, z] G M* for some z and {0, «} G

M. It follows from definition of M* that

0=((/({0,M}),{jc,z}))=<M,jc).

Since M(y) = SM(y) + M(0), it follows from the above property that for any

u G M(y), (x,u)= (jc, SM(y)). In view of this we define

(x, M(y)) :- (jc, SM(-y))   forallx G DomM*,j G Dom M.

Proposition 2.1. Let M G //, © H2 be a vector space such that M(0) is closed.

Then (x, M(y)) = (M*(x), y) for all x G Dom M*, y G Dom M.
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Proof. Take jc G Dom M*, y G Dom M. Then by the above definition

(M*(x), y)= (SM.(x), y). Since {jc, Sm.(x)} G M*, [y, SM(y)} G M, it follows

that

0=((j({x,SM.(x)}),{y,SM(y)}))-

Thus (SM.(x), y)= (x, SM(y))= (jc, M(-j»)>= <M*(jc), y).    □

In the following theorem we characterize the graph topology adjoint via adjoints.

It will be convenient to identify a linear operator by its graph.

Theorem 2.2. Let M C //, © H2 be a closed linear operator. Then we have the

following:

[I] (MSM. + /)"' C H2 © //, is an operator.

[II] Let Y be the Hilbert space, Dom M, endowed with the graph topology of M. Let

(M)t C H2 © Y be the adjoint of M taken in Y ® H2. Then

(i) Dom M„ = H2; Range M„ C Dom M; M, = SM.(MSM, + /)"'; M* is a

continuous operator on H2 into Y.

(ii) Null M+ = Null M* = Null MM*; Range A/„ = (Dom A/) n (Range M*).

Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) Range A/„, is c/oseJ /'« y.

(b) Range M is closed in H2.

(c) Range M* is closed in Hx.

Proof. [I] Take x G Dom MSM.. Then jc G Dom M* and SM.(x) G Dom M.

Thus by Proposition 2.1, (MSM.(x), x)= HSm.(jc)II2. Suppose further that

MSM.(x) + x = 0. Then

0 = (MSM.(x) + x, MSM.(x) + x)

= ||MV(jc)||2+||jc||2+2||1V(*)ll2-

Thus x — 0, and so MSM. + I is one-to-one.

[II] Since M is continuous on Y into H2, M^ is also continuous on H2 into F (with

the same graph norms). We show first that

L:= Sm.(MSm. + /)'' C M,.

Take {jc, .y} G L. Put g := (MSW. + Z)"1^). Then [g, y} G SM, G M*. Take any

{a, b) G M. Then

(</({fl, /»}), {jc, >>}»= ((/({fl> ft}), {(MSM. + I)(g), y}))

= {{J({a,b}), {MSM.(g),0}))+ ((J({a,b}),{g, y}))

= (b,MSM.(g))=(b,M(y)).

It follows that {jc, y) G A/*, and so L G Af„. Thus to show that L — M^ it suffices

to show that Dom L = H2. Note that Dom L = Range(MSM. + I), where 5M, =

(/ — Q)M*, by definition, and Q is the graph of the orthogonal projector of H2 onto

Null M*. Using Proposition 3.52 of [1], we obtain

1 + MSM* = / + M(I- Q)(I- Q)M* = / + [(/- Q)M*]*(I- Q)M*.
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Put F := (/ - Q)M*. Then / + MSM, = I + T*T Since M is closed, so is F (see

[10]). It then follows that //2 © H2= T + Tx . Thus

H2 © H2 = J(T + T^) = J(T) + T*.

Let y G H2. Then {0,-y} = J({x, T(x)}) + {s, T*(s)} for some jc G Dom F, s G

Dom T*. It follows that jc G Dom T*T and y = x + T*Tx. This shows that Dom L

= Range(F*F + /) = H2, and so L = M^. This proves (i). It follows immediately

from L = M„, that Range M„ — (Dom M) il (Range M*).

We will show that Null M* = Null M,. Note first that ((J({a, /»}), {jc, y})) =

(b, M(y)) for all [a, b) G M, {x, y} G M„. It follows that {jc,0} G M„ if and only

if jc G H2 and (ft, jc>= 0 for ail b G Range M. Thus Null M* = (Range M)1- =

Null M* as M is assumed to be closed, and it is easy to show that Null MM* =

Null M*. The last part of (ii) follows from Theorem 2.3 of [2].    D

Remarks, (i) Dom M* is dense in H2 if and only if Mc is an operator [1,2].

(ii) If M* is an operator (or equivalently, Dom M is dense in //, ), then

M* = V-
(iii) In the case when M is the graph of a densely defined closed linear operator

generated by an ordinary differential expression, it was shown in [12] that M^ =

M*(MM* + /)"'. However, the proof there is not complete as it was not shown that

Dom M*(MM* + /)"' = L2[a, ft].

(iv) In the case when M is the graph of an ordinary differential operator, the

convergence in the graph topology implies uniform convergence. Thus M^ is useful

in studying L-splines discussed in [4,13].

(v) The usefulness of Theorem 2.2 depends on explicit characterization of M*.

Basically, there are two notable methods for this. One is developed by E. A.

Coddington, which makes heavy use of subspaces (see [2] and related references

cited therein), and the other method utilizes boundary operators and Green's

formulas (see [9]).

3. Steepest descent method in graph topology. In this section, we will give a

satisfactory treatment of the steepest descent method for nondensely defined un-

bounded linear operators. The only restriction will be that their ranges are closed.

The main idea is that any closed operator becomes a bounded operator in graph

topology, and hence an existing theory for bounded operators (such as that in [15]) is

applicable. This is made possible by the explicit characterization of graph topology

adjoints derived in Theorem 2.2.

Suppose that M G //, © H2 is a vector space and g G H2. Then u G //, is called a

least-sequence solution of the relation g G M(x) (or equivalently {jc, g) G M) if (i)

u G Dom M, (ii) d(g, Range M) — Il g — s II for some s G M(u).

The following was proved in [11].

Theorem 3.1. Let M G //, © H2 be a closed vector space and g G H2. Then we

have the following:

[I] u G //, is a least-squares solution of g G M(x) if and only if u G Dom M and

g G M(u) + Null M*. Moreover, g G M(x) has a least-squares solution if and only if

g G Range M + Null M*.
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[II] Assume that g G Range M + Null M*. Let M* denote the orthogonal gener-

alized inverse (the analogue of the Moore-F'enrose generalized inverse) of the subspace

M, that is M* := (I - 9)M'\I - 6y+), where <? and <3>+ are the graphs of the

orthogonal projectors from //, and H2 onto Null M and Null M*, respectively. Then:

(i) M*(g) + Null M is the set of all least-squares solutions of g G M(x).

(ii) ||A/#(g)|| =S ||u|| for all least-squares solutions u of g G M(x). Moreover,

whenever u is a least-squares solution of g G M(x) with \\u\\ < ||M*(g)||, then

u = M*(g).

In the rest of this section we will compute least-squares solutions of a nondensely

defined closed linear operator by a steepest descent method. The topology used will

be a graph topology, and a graph topology adjoint will play a fundamental role. The

gradient method for A'-positive definite unbounded operators was investigated in [5

and 17] but our approach is more natural and general.

The steepest descent method in graph topology for least-squares solutions of

regular ordinary differential operators was first investigated by Locker [12]. Our

abstract approach has been motivated by the explicit characterization of the graph

topology adjoint in [12].

Proposition 3.2. Let M G //, © H2 be a closed linear operator. Then u G //, is a

least-squares solution of g = M(jc) if and only ifu G Dom M and M^(M(u) — g) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, u G //, is a least-squares solution of g = M(jc) if and

only if « £ Dom M and g G M(u) + Null M*. By Theorem 2.2, Null M* =

Null M„. It follows that g G M(u) + Null M* if and only if Mj(M(u) - g) = 0.

D

The following proposition gives a connection between the orthogonal generalized

inverse of M in a norm topology and the one in a graph topology.

Proposition 3.3. Let M C //, © H2be a closed linear operator. Let M# denote the

orthogonal generalized inverse of M taken in Y © H2, where Y is the Hilbert space,

Dom M, equipped with the graph topology of M. Then M# = M*.In particular,

Dom M# = Range M + Null M*,

RangeM# = (Dom M) n (Null M)x .

Proof. Let Y be the Hilbert space, Dom M, endowed with the graph topology of

M. Let 9 be the orthogonal projector from //, onto Null M. Now

(NullM)±= (Dom M) D (Null M)"1

where for U G Y, U± denotes the orthogonal complement of U in Y. Thus

% '■— 9\DomM is the orthogonal projector from Y onto Null M. Let <3,+ be the

orthogonal projector from H2 onto Null M*. Since Null M* = Null M„, it follows

that 9+ is also the orthogonal projector from H2 onto Null M#. Since

M* := (/- «3,)M-1(/ - <éP+ ),   M#:= (I- %)M~X(I - <3>+ ),

it follows that M* = M# as it is clear that (/ - %)M~X = (/ - <3>)Af-1. The last

part was proved in [10].    D
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The following is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.4. Let M C //, © H2 be a closed linear operator. Let g G H2 and

jc0 G Dom M be given. Define a sequence {xn} recursively as follows:

Xn+\=Xn~ anrn (« = 0,1,2,...),

where an > 0 and rn G Dom M are defined by

irn = SM.(MSM. + I)-\M(xn)-g),

\an\\M(rn)\\2= ||r„||2+ \\M(rn)\\2.

Then we have the following:

(i) rn — 0 if and only if M(rn) = 0, or equivalently, xn is a least-squares solution of

g = M(x).

(ii) Assume that rn ¥= 0 for all n = 0, 1,2,_Then

.   , "    lk,ll2+ IIA/(r,)||2
(*) Xn+i=*o-2 ..M(   ,|2       r,        (« = 0,1,2,...),

,-o \\M(r,)\\¿

and {rn} converges to the zero vector in the graph topology in Dom M.

(iii) Assume rn ¥= 0 for all « = 0, 1,2,..., and Range M is closed in H2. Then { jc„ }

converges in graph topology of M to a least-squares solution of g — M(x) and to

M*(g) if and only if jc„ G Range M*.

Proof. Let Y be the Hubert space, Dom M, endowed with the graph topology of

M. Let M+ be the adjoint of M taken in Y ffi H2. Then by Theorem 2.2, M^ =

SMAMSM. + /)"'. The norm ||jc||w in Y is given by (||jc||2 + || M(jc)||2)'/2. Now

for g G H2, « is a least-squares solution of g — M(x) if and only if « G Dom M and

Mít(M(u) — g) = 0 (Proposition 3.2), and by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3,

M*(g) = M#(g) is a least-squares solution of g = M(x), whenever g G Range M +

Null M*. Thus the result follows from the argument used in [15] (see also Theorem

3.1 of [5]).    D

Remark. Since M is a bounded linear operator on Y into H2, the convergence

rates of {jc„} can be discussed as in [14,5] where the notation T is used instead of M.

Remark. In the case when M is the graph of a nondensely defined differential

operator with finitely or infinitely many boundary conditions, Theorem 3.4 can be

made more explicit by characterizing M* and SM. using the results of [9 or 2].

Remark. The results of this paper constitute a final chapter in the theory of the

steepest descent iterative method for (least-squares) solutions of closed linear opera-

tor equations in Hubert space. By establishing convergence of this method for

nondensely defined unbounded linear operators we have shown a universality

property of the method, freeing the convergence theory from conditions that have

been imposed by earlier authors (ranging from positive definite bounded operators

as in the work of G. Temple and L. V. Kantorovich, to bounded or certain closed

densely defined operators as in the work of several authors mentioned earlier in this

paper). A crucial use is made of viewing the operator in terms of its graph and of an
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explicit graph topology adjoint. Certain advantages of studying single-valued opera-

tors in terms of their graphs were considered in a seminal paper by Hestenes [3]. The

techniques of the present paper can be easily adapted to extend other iterative

methods (e.g. [8,14,16,18]) to nondensely defined closed linear operators in Hubert

space. Notice that if M is a closable linear operator, then in Theorem 2.2, Propositions

3.2, 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 one can repalce M by Mc, the closure of M.
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